Influence of an antioxidant on the impulse activity of neurons of the prefrontal and inferotemporal cortex during visual recognition in monkeys.
The impulse activity of individual neurons of the prefrontal and inferotemporal cortex was recorded during the performance of a task of delayed visual differentiation of stimuli of various colors in monkeys before and after the systemic administration of the antioxidant, oxymethacil (4-5 mg/kg). The improvement in cognitive characteristics induced by oxymethacil was accompanied by changes in the activity of neurons of the prefrontal cortex in which activation dependant upon the stage of recognition and intensifying during an increase in the duration of the delay predominated. Inhibition of activity predominated during recognition without delay in these neurons; by contrast, activation predominated in neurons of the inferotemporal cortex under these conditions. During delayed differentiation, the activity of these neurons under the influence of oxymethacil changed principally in the same way as in neurons of the prefrontal cortex: activation predominated in the majority of the stages of recognition. Oxymethacil induced a substantial increase in the coefficients of cross correlation between simultaneous respondent reactions of groups of neurons in these different areas of the cortex. The results obtained attest to the contribution of neuronal structures of the prefrontal and inferotemporal cortex to the improvement of cognitive characteristics of monkeys in the presence of the effect of oxymethacil, and to the increase in synchronization of informational processes in these regions of the cortex.